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would the peepal marry?

Sugata Ray
Sentient plant life, it seems, is everywhere. From the Ents of the Middle-earth who, in J R R Tolkien’s world, battle with the catastrophic forces of large-scale deforestation to rumors of Aishwarya Rai ritually marrying a peepal tree before her wedding to Abhishek Bachchan in order to counter the negative effects of an adverse planetary constellation. Notions of paradise and desecration, utopia and dystopia, biophilia and biophobia permeate our lives. Amitabh Bachchan, of course, denounced the rumors of Aishwarya Rai’s nuptial by asserting that even acknowledging that trees have sentience was irrational and a sign of cognitive failure. They, that is the Bachchans, were not an irrational family. With his famous deadpan demeanor, the IK\WZ¸_PW.ZIVtWQ\[Truffaut once described Bachchan’s unease as superstitious is, of course, not surprising. For, by the late 19th century, the pathologies of colonial anthropology had already defined animism as a particular infantile mentality of the primitive (read colonised) who is not able to rationally distinguish the animate from the inanimate. Summarising E. B. Tylor’s foundational schematisation of primitive cultures, Émile Durkheim would thus write: “Now the primitive thinks like a child. Consequently, he is also inclined to endow all things, even inanimate ones, with a nature analogous to his own.”

By the early twentieth century, anthropology, imperial photography, history writing, natural resource management, and the bureaucracies of colonial governance had decisively fabricated the ostensible animistic tribes of India who purportedly existed in harmony with nature as living remnants of Europe’s evolutionary past.

For the most part, the childlike figure of the tribal lived in harmony with other-than-human persons such as trees and animals in the conceptual registers of late 19th and early 20th century anthropology. In turn, in collusion with colonial anthropology, antiquarians set out to unravel this so-called tribal mentality by highlighting fantastic relationships between architecture and animism. Thus, if we examine the unexpectedly interconnected roots and branches that linked the indigo planter and antiquarian James Fergusson, the German archaeologist Karl Bötticher, and the Scottish anthropologist James Frazer, among other figures, we become aware of the strong presence of an architectural imagination in colonial ethnologies of animism or tree worship. Architecture, according to such accounts, was not only enclosures of animate activity but were themselves animated. Indeed, long before the institution of the disciplinary paradigms of architecture history, Fergusson’s *Tree and Serpent Worship* (1868) commenced with a discussion on animistic tree worship at the Buddhist sites of Sanchi and Amaravati. Richly illustrated with
photographs of sculpted reliefs depicting tree worship, Fergusson’s objective in the text was to demonstrate that animism was not just ‘totems of a local Indian tribe’ but was part of a “religious development that at one time overshadowed the world with its strange fetishisms.”

At one level, here the ‘one time’ conveys the messy issue of colonial temporality. Fergusson ends his introductory thesis with late 19th century instances of animism in India, in effect making Europe’s past and India’s colonial present unambiguously coeval. The colonising undertone of such a temporal placement was certainly strategic. But, at another level, Fergusson’s arguments were part of a larger imperial rhetoric on forests and the non-rational animistic worlds of forest peoples who had to be brought under the fold of modernity and evangelical Christianity.

Despite his rancorous colonalist views, Ferguson does however open up the possibility of an ecological art and architecture history of South Asia that introduce the “knots of ordinary multispecies living on earth.” My own interest in the sentience of plant life, though, is aligned with a specific turn in art history that emerged in the early 20th century, a turn that brought to the fore new capacious intersubjective paradigms that were grounded outside the realm of post-Enlightenment rational thought but were squarely located within an anti-colonial practice of art history. For instance, already by the 1920s, Ferguson’s imperialist rhetoric had started receiving widespread criticism. The harshest response came from the Jewish émigré Stella Kramrisch, who had arrived in India in 1921 after completing her doctoral dissertation on early Buddhist art in Vienna.

The Tagores had mediated Kramrisch’s engagement with the nationalist circles in Calcutta after she was invited in 1921 to join Kala Bhavan, the art school in Santiniketan. Stella Kramrisch delivered a series of lectures on European art from the Gothic to Dadaism in Kala Bhavan. Subsequently, she joined the University of Calcutta in 1923 as the first professor of Indian art history at the request of Asutosh Mukherjee, the then vice-chancellor of the university. Immediately, she confronted the question of trees and plants in Indian art. Against the backdrop of colonial art historiography, Kramrisch’s 1933 Indian Sculpture read the slender male body in Buddhist sculpture as plant life.

The fifth-century Buddhist body, Kramrisch proposed, was an effect of transubstantiation that resulted when the vegetal migrated into the body. Noting the lack of botanical decorative motifs in late fifth century Buddhist sculptures, Kramrisch wrote: “The body becomes plant-like in swaying rhythm and plasticity; it is the vessel of the movement of the physical and of inner life. The human body does not stand for physical appearance. It is the form of movement of life.” Indeed, unlike earlier sculptures of the Buddha with elaborately ornamented nimbus with radiating lotus petals, effusive floral scrolls, garlands, and rosettes, late fifth century sculptures of the Buddha were relatively unembellished.

The body, Kramrisch proposed, had become plant life, the human and the vegetal irrevocably intertwined into one body pulsating with vibrant energy. Moving away from the logo-centricism of earlier colonial writing, Kramrisch then explored an art history that did not measure the sculpted form in human terms.

Might the resignification of the human body as plant life, a direct reversal of colonial logocentricism, provide an entry point for thinking the vegetal in the archives of art and architecture? Might we be able to mobilise Kramrisch’s schema, at least to some extent, to alter the symbiotic...
might transpire if trees resist human control, reject the demands of anthropocentric exceptionalism? What performative force might such a conception of personhood open up? Within such an altered human-nonhuman framework, would the peepal care to marry us?
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relationship between plant and human life beyond the phallocentric logic of post-Enlightenment reason? We are all too familiar with colonial cityscapes that stretched from the European factories in Shamian Island in Canton (Guangzhou) to Bombay (Mumbai), where the shade of carefully maintained trees provided a specific ecological regime of governance and control over the natural world. But what